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Abstract—SQUID sensors offer a significant advantage for eddy-current (EC) testing of aircraft components for material flaws hidden deeply in the tested structure. However, the requirement to take maps of the magnetic field, usually by meaner-shaped scans, leads to unacceptable long measurement times. Due to their inductive coupling to a tank circuit, several rf SQUID sensors may be read out sequentially by selectively coupling to their tank circuits, using only one electronics with a multiplexer [1]. The multiplexed operation of three planar HTS rf SQUID gradiometers with one electronics and one cable is shown, demonstrating the advantage of lower liquid nitrogen boil-off. Independent operation and switching is confirmed using local coil excitation of the individual SQUIDs. We report on the implementation of two multiplexed SQUID sensors in conjunction with an EC excitation and lock-in readout at unshielded laboratory environment. Scanning is performed while continuously switching the operating SQUID, thus obtaining two traces simultaneously. The applicability to EC testing of riveted sections of aircraft fuselage is discussed.

Index Terms—Arrays, Multiplexing, Nondestructive Testing, SQUIDs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multichannel SQUID systems are becoming increasingly popular not only in the field of biomagnetism but also in non-destructive evaluation of materials. More information on the magnetic field distribution around the source may synchronously be collected, paving the road towards more sophisticated signal analysis and eventually solving the inverse problem [2]. Generally, many system parameters scale approximately linearly with the number of SQUID channels: cost, size, power consumption, adjustment effort, number of cables from the warm to the cold end and thus coolant evaporation rate, due to thermal conduction into the cryostat. With growing number of SQUID channels, it becomes increasingly important to introduce multiplexing, i.e. sharing some parts of the system among several channels.

Some interesting ideas have been published regarding SQUID multiplexing [3]. Furukawa and Shirae [4] suggested a multichannel system where the sum of all channels modulates yet another SQUID. Only this readout SQUID requires a transmission line and a preamplifier, whereas the signals from the individual channels are separated by phase detectors. However, each SQUID requires its own feedback coil connection.

Radio frequency (rf) SQUIDs are particularly well suited for multiplexing due to the inductive readout concept using an rf demodulation of their response. Some time ago we demonstrated a three channel rf SQUID system [1] in which several rf SQUIDs were read out serially by a single rf SQUID electronics using one transmission line. The selection of the individual SQUID channel was accomplished by using different rf pumping frequencies for each single SQUID and by tuning the rf-bias frequency to the resonance of the corresponding tank circuit. In a sense, the detection scheme is comparable to the principle of a heterodyne radio receiver. Different SQUID sensors correspond to different radio stations which are selected by tuning the receiver’s local oscillator to their frequency.

In this work, we describe a multiplexed SQUID array consisting of three planar HTS rf SQUID gradiometers for eddy current testing of rivet joints in aircraft fuselage. Due to their wide dynamic range, SQUID sensors are well suited for eddy-current (EC) testing of aircraft components, and—because of their high field sensitivity at low frequencies—are especially useful to detect material flaws hidden deeply inside highly conductive samples [5]. Certain NDE procedures require two-dimensional magnetic field maps, usually taken by meander-shaped scans. The time required for such measurements can be shortened substantially by using a one- or two-dimensional array of SQUIDs. For example, the implementation of a linear array with several SQUIDs distributed over 20 to 40 mm allows to test a rivet row in one single scan.

II. MULTIPLEXING CONCEPT

A. Fast switching between channels

For biomagnetic applications, the interesting signal frequencies are typically less than 200 Hz. In this case, quasi-simultaneous read-out of all SQUID channels can be achieved. Some time ago we [1] realized the following concept which is applicable in the limit that the signal
frequencies to be measured are small compared to the multiplex frequency, and of which Fig. 1 shows the setup schematically. Three LTS rf SQUIDs are read out using one SQUID electronics, with multiplexed individual oscillators and feedback integrators.

Since each SQUID is threaded by a different flux, the current through each feedback coil must be different. When each SQUID is operated only a fraction of the time, the value of its flux must be stored and applied again to the feedback coil prior to the next operation cycle. Thus, each SQUID has its own integrator which stores the channel's dc value and is multiplexed synchronously. That means that as long as any one SQUID is operating, its integrator is switched to (all) the feedback coils. Thus, the fast switching scheme is applicable only if the flux change in each channel is smaller than $\Phi_0/4$ during one multiplex cycle. A multiplex cycle denotes the time after which any one channel is read out again, it is equal to the number of channels divided by the multiplex frequency.

B. Slow switching between channels

In case the SQUID array is to be used as a sensor in an eddy current testing system, a simplified multiplexing scheme may be used. Since the dc value of the flux measured by each channel is unimportant, it doesn't have to be stored in separate integrators. Only the amplitude and phase of the response of each SQUID at the excitation frequency is of interest. Provided that the measurement time for each channel is long enough to cover a few periods of the excitation, lock-in determination of in-phase and quadrature component of the response is feasible before switching to the next channel. Fig. 2 shows the multiplexing scheme for three rf SQUIDs in that case. The NDE system with SQUID arrays presented in this paper was realized using this scheme.

III. Experimental

A. System configuration

Fig. 3 shows the components of a prototype realized following the scheme shown in Fig. 2. As SQUID sensors, planar double hole HTS rf gradiometers were used [6]. They were fabricated from laser-ablated Y-Ba-Cu-O films on La-Al-O substrates using step-edge Josephson junctions, and had a 3.7 mm long baseline and 2.5 mm washer diameter. The field-to-flux coefficient of the gradiometers was approx. 34 nT/($\Phi_0$cm), with a white flux noise of 70 to 130 $\mu\Phi_0$/Hz and a balance of better than 130.

Fig. 3. Photographs of the components of a first prototype. From left to right: Printed circuit board with three tank circuits, three SQUID substrates placed upon them, lid with pockets for SQUIDs and capacitors, and holder with the three coupling coils.
In order to couple the SQUIDs to the read-out electronics, we fabricated three inductively coupled, galvanically isolated tank circuits [7] on a printed circuit board. A second circuit board with three coupling coils connected in series was placed directly above the tank circuits.

B. Optimization of the rf coupling

The rf coupling between coupling coil and tank circuit and the matching to the 50 Ω transmission line was adjusted by varying the diameter of the coupling coil from 0.9 mm to 2.2 mm. A coil diameter of 1.7 mm was found to yield optimum results. The coupling between tank circuit and SQUID was optimized by varying the distance between each individual SQUID and its tank circuit from 0 to 0.4 mm, using 0.1 mm Vespel foils as spacers. Fig. 4 shows the resulting optimum return loss. The spacings were adjusted to 0.1, 0 and 0.3 mm for SQUIDs #1, 2, 3 and yielded return losses of −6.3, −10.6 and −8.3 dB, respectively. These values are somewhat low. Return losses of more than −20 dB are considered optimum for single rf SQUID systems.

C. Determination of cross-talk between channels

The cross-talk between SQUID channels was determined by placing a small plate with three solenoids (1 mm dia., 3 windings of 0.1 mm copper wire) close to the SQUIDs. Coil \( i \) (\( i = 1,2,3 \)) was placed directly underneath one loop of SQUID \( i \). Due to substrate and housing, the distance was approx. 2 mm. Thus, a quasi-local excitation of each SQUID was realized. Table I displays the responses of each SQUID to each of the three coils, when a small ac excitation current was applied to it. The diagonal elements dominate in the table, as expected. Thus, the main response is received from the SQUID located right next to each of the coils.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active excitation coil</th>
<th>SQUID #1 (left)</th>
<th>SQUID #2 (middle)</th>
<th>SQUID #3 (right)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coil #1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil #2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil #3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next neighbor SQUIDs respond typically with 8 to 20%. We attribute this effect to alignment errors of the manually wound coils and to imbalance of the planar gradiometer. In order to check the possibility that the off-diagonal responses arise from spurious responses from the two other SQUIDs not selected by VCO frequency, the selected SQUID substrate was removed. No SQUID signal was observed in that case. It was not possible to couple to any SQUID from a neighboring tank circuit. Coupling could only be achieved with the tank circuit lying directly above a SQUID.

D. Multiplexing

As readout electronics, we used a V3.5 HTS rf SQUID electronics with a “Tiger” microcontroller, available from JSQ [8]. The controller was modified such that it works as a slave: its state is switched by two digital control lines — see Fig. 2. The code “1”, binary “01”, means: open the flux-locked loop (FLL) and adjust VCO, attenuator and offset to the previously saved working point of SQUID #1. The code “2”, binary “10”, means: open the FLL and adjust to the working point of SQUID #2; code “3”: adjust to #3. Code “0” means: close the FLL and measure. Fig. 5 schematically displays the sent codes and received SQUID responses during two complete cycles. The SQUID selection and timing responsibility lies completely at the master PC.

E. Multiplexed Scanning and Lock-in Detection.

For eddy current measurements, the SQUID electronics output is connected to a lock-in amplifier. Fig. 6 shows the response of two multiplexed SQUID gradiometers placed in the center of a 90 mm dia. excitation coil driven at 468 Hz.
Return losses went up by about a factor of two (see Fig. 8), even when placing the tank circuit boards right next to each other. This may be explained by the introduction of two boundaries, from \( \varepsilon = 5 \) of the circuit board material at 800 MHz to \( \varepsilon = 1 \) in air. When varying the distance between substrates from 0 to 4 mm, return losses and SQUID noise remained almost constant. With this configuration, stable multiplexed operation of three SQUIDs was achieved.

V. CONCLUSION

The sequentially multiplexed operation of an array of three planar HTS rf SQUID gradiometers with one electronics by selectively coupling to their tank circuits was shown. As the SQUID array is to be used for eddy current testing in NDE of aircraft, a simplified modulation setup without keeping track of the feedback flux could be realized, using just one integrator. Independent operation and switching was confirmed using local coil excitation of the individual SQUIDs. An eddy current measurement with multiplexed SQUID sensors and lock-in readout was demonstrated. By introducing air gaps between tank circuits, the coupling and thus the operation stability was improved considerably. Practical advantages for application in aircraft testing include the feasibility of scanning a rivet row with 6 to 9 parallel SQUIDs simultaneously and thus obtaining an eddy current map without meander scanning. Advantage over conventional multichannel SQUID systems are reduction of the number of electronics, reduced power and coolant consumption. Future work will be devoted to the development of a prototype system for testing rivet rows in aircraft fuselage.
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